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RECONSTRUCTION OF DISTORTED SAMPLES IN DIGITAL TELEMETRY 

By V. I. Berezin, V. A . Sviridenko, A . M. Trofimov and Yu . M. Shtarkov 

Summary. - The problem of processing of an analog-digit
al message, that is transmi tted via the noi se channel is digi-
tal form, is considered. A simple al gorithm of correction of 

distorted samples is proposed with the use of one symbol for 
even parity checking and linear interpolation. The expression 
for a resulting mean-square error is obtained, that allows to 
evaluate the influence of noi ses in a channel. Possible gene
ralizations of the formulated problem are presented. 

Introduction. - A major portion of data transmitted via 
digital communication systems represent analog-digital tele
metry messages. An error of reproduction of such messages at 
the receiver is due to amplitude quantization and the errors 
caused by distortions in the communication channel . A number 
of quantization levels and no ise protection means should be 
chosen in concord for providing the required fidelity of re
production of analog-digital process with minimum expendi tur
es (minimum number of transmitted symbols). 

A series of works deals wi th the investigation of this 
problem. In these works a special attention is paid to an ef
ficiency of use of correcting codes for correction of some 
errors. Specifically, in one of the recent works [1] a total 
mean- square error (MSE) of quantization and distortions in 
the communication channel is considered for different, short 
enough cor recting codes. In the majority of works the code 
correction capability is used for correction of the errors. 
Only with the even code distanced the error detection and 
"rejection" of corresponding samples are admitted, that re
sults in gaps in the uniform sequence of samples , i.e. in the 
equivalent increase of the resulting reproduction error which 
is the single fidelity criterion. In thi s sense it is inexpe
diently to count the rejection probabilities separately (see, 
for example, Ref. 1 ). 
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In this paper the problem of the expediency of error 
detection in samples and their subsequent correction by means 
of a linear interpolation algorithm is discussed. To simplify 
the problem for even parity checking a single- digit code is 
chosen which does not allow to correct the errors at all . For 
evaluating the reproduction fidelity of the initial process 
the MSE criterion is used, a s usual . 

The main relation~hips. - The problem is formulated as 
follows . Analog- digital process x(t) : { x,J is transmitted 
in a digital form via the noise channel . Terms X, of the 
sequence { x ,j are subjected to amplitude quantization. In 
this case a MSE of quantization t:;=- M{i:!X i.9-} is introduc-
ed into each sample . Here f'1 i s an operator of the mean, 

A Xi'I,= x , -.x .. lJ-

A binar y 1t1 -digit code word (binary uncoded code- pulse 
modulation, PCM- U) is compared with each of £ :a.2'" quantizer 
levels. Further, a PCM- signal arrives at a coder where each 
word mapping the quanted s ample, x.:,- , is compared with the 
binary m ... 1 -digit code , that provides t he detection of a 
single error (coded PCM- PCM- C). Then an output signal of a 
coder arrives at the input of binary symmetrical channel 
(BSC) where the probability of symbol distortion is equal to 

po 
It is necessary to determine the total MSE of reconst-

ruction 1) , of the sample x .: for the following si tua-
tions: (a) { Xi} is transmitted by means of CPM- U, MSE 
D ,:. D

1 
; (b) (x:t} is transmitted by means of CPM-UC, MSE 

1) ,. D2. provided an error is detected in a word, and MSE 
.D =1)

3 
provided an error is not detected in a word; (c){x.j 

is transmitted by means of CPM- C, MSE D = D,, provided an 
error is detected in a wo rd an is erased , and t he correspond
ing sample is reconstructed by means of a linear filter with 
using K +- e neighbouring samples the errors in which were not 
detected , i.e . an estimate ~i takes a form 

I( e e 
Xi::: ~o(j X.,-j. + ~of.j X,~} == ~c(j X i.+j (1) 

r,.,. ,=1 f*1J 
Naturally, it is necessary to callulate MSE, 1> , at 



the fixed rate of transmission, i.e. to assume that the pro-
' bability fo for PCM- C is higher than the probability Po 

for PCM-U . 

The expediency of the use of an even parity checking 
symbol and of an algorithm (1) of distorted samples correc
tion is determined by means of comparison of M.SE of reconst

ruction, D 1 , 'Dz , TJ., , D,, • 

We assume further that only one- dimensional statistics 
of a message x(t) is known (practically , this is its scale), 
that is, optimum quantization may be carried out by the cri
terion of mean-square error E.; minimum. 

With the above mentioned assumptions the mean- square 
error, 1) 1 , is found from the relation: 

(2) 

2 where Celt is an error introduced by noise in the channel. 
c 2 c 2 c'l- and c..,cJ. can be calculated by the well-known methods of 

the theory of signal parameter estimates [2) • 

If { Xi} is transmitted using the coded PCM , the value 
of MSE, 1)

2
, under the condition of error detection, may 

be calculated as 

1))~ ([l; • c;. (2l »021 ,_ [ cj • e:.i. (2 l • 1 J]a,e.,} P,e., C3l 
where the pgssibili ty of only an odd number 2 t + 1 of error.a 
in the whole word is taken into account , and the brackets in 
the upper limit of the sum designate the integral part of a 
number in them. In Eq. (3) 0, is the probability of exist
ence of an error among l symbols of the informative compo
nent of a word under the condition that ~ errors in the 
whole word have taken place; PK is the probability of exist
ence of I< errors in the word, ec\ ( i) is the M.SE intro
duced by the noise in the channel due to the distortion of 

i symbols in the informative component of a word , and 

c!(o)=O. 
When the BSC with a relatively low error probability Po 

is used, the probability of more than 3 errors in a word ma,y 

be neglected, that is, in Eq . (3) summation should be perform-



ed only for f == 0 and f=f 

Similar considerations allow to write down an expression 
for the MSE , D3 , under the condition that no errors have 
been detected in the word: 

D3 =ci Po 4-~f[c; +l~(2t-1}02t-f +fe/+c~(2tjOie}/;e 
l=, 

(4) 

where only an even number of errors in the word is taken into 
account . 

For low po calculation 
ly by equation (4) where only 
the sum. Calculations of PK 
the Appendix. 

ma:y be carried out approximate
the first term is retained in 

Q, c~(s) are given in 

Now the value of the mean-square error , 1) , will be 
determined , and only the case which is of the most practical 
interest will be considered below , when two- dimensional sta-
tistics is not known , that is, the optimum choice of weight
ing coefficients <Xi in Eq. (1) is impossible. Here, it is 

/\ 
most reasonable to investigate linear interpolation of .x, 

. * * between two neighbouring samples , :x:,-1 and xi+1 , where 
I\ I\ 

no errors have been detected, that is , xi = xi,i = 
-If -II ::: o1_

1 
x,_1 + c,(

1 
x,,. 1 , where o(.

1 
= o( 1 = o, s 

order extrapolation by the preceding sample 
, and Zero

* X,-1 , that 
I\ I\ • 

i~, xi= x,/! = o( _ 1 .x,.. where o(_ 1 = 1; such an extra-
polation is of some interest in the situations where message 
delay x(t) is inadmissible (for example , in control systems). 

The variance of the sample x. interpolation error 
may be determined from the formula 1)4 ;, 'JJ'f, = M((x, -t/J 
A similar relation is also valid for MSE of extrapolation, 

])"= D"e , with changing of index from "I" to "e". The 
more detailed form of the expression for :D 4 is 

D't = t1(xl-2 x,~i + xt j = c:, -2 t1 (x, x.j + G/ 

"'here 0. 2 i 1 .. x, s a samp e 

Let us consider the 

6 { = M ( x/j = 1/ 
/\ 

The estimate of x. 

xi variance. 

terms M {Xi x..J:x.: X.. 
separately. 

is: 

(5) 

and 



(6) 

where Ax i ± 1, 'I, and L:!. x it 1, ch are errors due to quantiza

tion and noise in the channel of X,t: 1 sample, respectively. 

With the above mentioned assumptions, the MSE of X,-1 and 

~,+ 1 samples may be calculated by equation (4) for 1)3 

If Eq. (6) is taken into account, the expression for 

M( x, .P.j may be written as: 

--;.. ,,_ - -- - -- --
.X; x, = 2 ( x, x,+ 1 + :x:, x,-~ + X;tlX,.,,; x,,1 X,+ 1,cJ. +r,·6 x,- 1,'l,+X;l:1 :x,-,,cl}<7) 

For a stationary original process { .x,j we have 
xix,+,= xi x,_1 = R ( 1) where R (T) is the coefficient of 

correlation of x, and Xi.t: 1 samples. Since noise in the 

channel does not depend on the initial digital data at its 

input, x, ..6. x ,_1 cJ, = xi 6 x,+1 cl.-= o . The value 
I > 

M(x,tJ.xit 1,ci} may be represented now as: 

(8) 

and the second term in the right-hand side of Eq. (8) can 

be rewritten as: 
2'" 

x.- x,t,,<( M{x,?;, P(a1e) jx,+1 w1 (x•±fa,) d .x._±:,} 
a., 

(9) 

where the averaging is performed over two-dimensional density 

(A)i. ( X,; Xi:t 1 ) • Here P(o1c.J is the probability of the 
fact that the sample .Xi± 1 , being quantized independently 
of neighbouring samples, lies within a~ -range of the 

quantizer, w,(Xi±1/a1C) is a conditional probability den-

sity of x ,· ± 1 under the condition that it lies within al(_ • 

6f. = M ( J/} will be now calculated. Substituting 
here expression (6) for X; and neglecting terms of the 

kind M ( Xu·,f). Xi± 1,cJ. J M µ i±1, 9 ..6. X,:1:1,cl.} 
/VI{!::!, Xi +1, cl, D. x ,-,. cl. j , due ·f:;o assumptions on the 

optimality of auantizer and channel and the kind of terms 

M( X','±1 f). Xi.:r1,<J j , M(6 Xi- 1,'J. D. ..:x: ,+,,9,} , if the 
number of quantizer levels is l ~ 1, we get: 



fi], = o.s(ri;, +D3 +R(2Jj (10) 

where 1)3 is determined by errors in samples xi- 1 and 

X the errors in which are not determined. i+1 

The complete expression for calculation of the mean-
-square error of reconstruction, JJlf, , by means of linear 
interpolation and with taking into consideration noises of 
both quantization and a channel has a form: 

2 
R(2) 1)!, 

D1t, = 3;~ Gz - 2 R ( 1 ) +- 2 ~ T 

Relations (7) - (11) allow to determine I)#, 
cordance with Eq. (5). 

(11) 

in ac-

The mean-square error of extrapolation, i.e. of predic
tion from a pre-history, is calculated without noises by the 
well-known formula: 

.N IV # 

Get= 6~ - 2L_,o(_, R(i) +- L._, Lot,o/j R(t'-j} (12) 
i=1 it1 j=- 1 

When predicting by one preceding sample the MSE of extrapo
lation is equal to 

(12a) 

In the case when the statistics on the process (:r,j 
is known, the lV!SE of extrapolation can be calculated with 
taking into account more long pre-history, i.e. the coeffici
ent o{ 1 can be optimized. 

The calculations show that for processes described by 
correlation functions of the form Ra.('t) = e-JJ/rl{t + J3hl} 
and R!> (7) = e -JTz. it is sufficient to restrict our
selves to two preceding samples, since the prolongation of 
a pre-history for these functions only slightly decreases 
the room-mean-square error of prediction. 

With taking into consideration the above-mentioned, the 
MSE for foregoing functions ta.lees the following form: 

2. 2. z 
5.2. ==v:-2~o(iR6J+ LLo{.ol:R{i-JJ 

e2 ,-..1 ,=1 j=1 J (12b) 



With ta.king into account channel and quantization noises, 

we get 

(12c) 

The total MSE of sample reconstruction, in the absence 
of correction by algorithm (1), is found from the equation: 

lJ,:
1
= 1)2. + 1)3 , where the weight of the even and odd 

number of errors in a sample Xi see Eqs. (3) and (4) is 
m•1 

taken into account, since L, R = 1 
IC :.o 

The total MSE of sample reconstruction in~o rection of l .. , 
errors is determined by formula DL = 1J1 + JJ•· Pi.t. 1 

.i l =1 

Results and conclusions . - The dependences of 'JJz:
2 

( J)'fe +- 1) 3 and Dlfi + :D.3 ) on the error probability 
p

0 
, calculated in accordance with Eqs . (5) - (12) under 

constant values of a coefficient of correlation between 
samples, are given in Fig. 1. For comparison, on the same 
figure the values 1) 1 and 'Dr., are shown. 

The dependences of J) z:2 , calculated with taking into 
consideration the knowledge of process correlation functions, 
are given in Figs. 2 and 3. The stationary normal sequence 

(xi j with zero mean , unit variance f ~ = 1 and cor-
relation functions R1 = e-ft/T/ R2.=e -Jr1 +,/J/'tl) 

R!. = e-fl7:.. was used as a mathematic model for an analog..:. 
digital message. Fig . 2 shows MSE of interpolator and extra
polator for R 1 , R2 , R3 with the number of samples on 
the correlation interval equal to 100; similar dependences 
are shown al so in Fig . 3 but the numb er of samples here is 
equal to 10. 

Fig. 4 gives the values of payoff by MSE for the recon
struction of samples by interpolation and extrapolation me-
thods. The values of MSE- D,:2 , and ])z:; 1 - are compared 
for different values of number of samples on the correla tion 
interval of three functions ( P0 = 5x10-2) . 

At t he constant value of a correlation coefficient 
(>0.9) between samples the proposed simple algorithm (1) of 
correct ion of distorted samples could be considered useful 



s ince it provides the de tection of individual errors, the 
erasing of distorted sampl es and their reconstruction by 
means of linear filtration p rocedure. 

The algorithm of reconstruction of distorted samples 
u s ing linear interpolation and extrapolation, with the known 
a priori correlation functio n of a process ( Xi j , allows 
to obtain MSE Dlfe and Dlf; approximately 2+3 times less 
than in the case of using zero-order extrapolator. 

It is useful to no te tha t the choice of an analog-digi t
al proc ess as a mes sage model does not restrict strongly the 
community of results obtained, s ince such a model i s adequate 
t o continuous proc ess with a limited spectrum. Otherwise it 
would be necessar y to include into the MES of recons truction 
the error of approximation due to the finite step of discre
tization in t ime, D f , i f the process was preliminarily 
passed through the ideal band fil ter with the bandwidth 

f 
F = -- • Note also that in s imilar way the r econstruc-2At 

tion of two and more distorted samples can b e cons idered, 
but the probabili ty of such a comb ination for BSC i s small 
as compared wi th the probability of di s tortion of one word. 

The problem s tated can be generalized for the case of 
using a code with the distance d > 2 to clarify the op
timum distribution of its corrective possibility for correc
tion and detection of errors with their subsequent correction 
by means of linear (or non-linear) algo r ithm of di stor t ed 
samples reconstruction. 

Appendix . -

The probability Pic of t he existence of k errors 
in a code wo r d consi sting of m + 1 binary symbols for BSC 
is determined by a binomial equation 

A = C /C P. /C ( 1 - P J m+f - Jc 

;;. m.1 • • (A1) 

Let us find now Q, - probabilities of error in l 

symbols of the informative component of a word under the 
condition that k err ors have taken place in the whole 
code wo rd ( evi dently, IC= i +1 or K =i. ) • Since we are 

interested only in particular digits of a word consisting 



of YYl+1 symbols, and it is not significant which di git is 
distorted (0 or 1), the calculation of Q, is possible by 
the equation ( s imilarly to Fermi-Di rak ' s statistics in phy
sics): 

Q . = [(m+1J-J/ i _I 
t (m+1).' (A2) 

and in Eq. (3) it is necessary to let Q2 t = 02e+1 , and 
in Eq. (4) Ou_ 1 = Q2 e . Then the error cc/ (1) will 
be determined by the expression 

(A3) 

where D.i. =2'-
1 

is the error in the i -th digit , 

b7 = Mf!:3V=2u,-,L(1-o/PJo)PJ%) + (o-1/P,(1)P.·(°I,)} 
In the optimal quantization P{ 1) = P{ o) , and in the 
el ement-by-element approach P {1/0 ) = P(0/,) , i.e. 

A(o)P,(1/o) =P,(1) A_·{f{t) = :· • Further, we will 
have 

trl ,.,, 

cc1(2J =~!vZ: L6~j 
,=1 J= 1 

,-1 j.-1 
where _ .6 iJ°.~f;J. i.~ 6 j = 2 + 2 
then b.fJ. = l:l\ + D.'J. • Similarly, 

111 "1 111 

cci. (s) = D~v- z:_, ~ ... L bt} ··· e 
7z __ ,:1 ~=1 f :1 

~ t::,ij ... e = t:!.~i.+c;;+ ... +6'e. 

(A4) 

(A5) 

In Eqs. (A3) - (A5) the value b.a ~ is the average 
step of quantization for a normal process which is determined 

from the condition e<f.u = c/1i ' where 
the MSE of quantization for samples Xi 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of 1) z
2 

on the error probability 
Po with four values of a coefficient of correlation bet-

ween samples (4- 1>1:
1 

, 5- 1J 1 ) • 

I 

·-----
N ,= 100 

5· 10 "' 

Fig . 2. Dependence of 1) on the error probability A, 
with the number of samples /y = 100 (1 - the total MSE 
of extrapolation for a correlation function R1 , 2 - the 
total MSE of extrapolation for R1 , 3 - the total MSE of 
extrapolation and interpolation for R2 , R:. ) • 



Dz:.z 

f'I: 10 

1o' 
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Fig. 3. Dependence of 1) on the error probability 

Po with the number of samples N = 10. 
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f( 

Fig. 4. Payoff in MSE due to application of two me-

thods of reconstruction of distorted samples ( r = .::12 ) , 


